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ERRATUM 
Vol. 10, No. 4 (1967), in the article entitled, "Cascade Synthesis of 
Finite-State Machines," by H. P. Zeiger, pp. 419-433: 
Page 429, line 8, the sentence beginning, "Let D be any . .. " should 
read: "Let  D be a similarity class of initial elements for which the cardi- 
nality of each element ismaxhmali line 26, "Let Q~ be {R C C': R c q}" 
should read: "Let Q~ be the set of blocks that replaced qin passing from 
C to C "; third line from the bottom, "(3) . . .  let t = v~qx~(p) ,  '' should 
read: "(3) . . .  let t be any element of QL contained in v~%s(p)"; line 2 
from bottom should read: 
"'(4) i fp CDandsCDand 
(a) v,qx~vq~(q) # q let t be any element of QL contained 
in V~qX MVqP(q), 
(b) v.qXMVqP(q) = q let t be u, qx,~vqp(r) ."  
Page 430, line 4, " . . .  part 3 produces . . .  " should read: " . . .  parts 
3 and 4a produce .. .  "; line 5, " . . .  and part 4 ...  " should read: 
" . . .  and part 4b ... " 
The author is indebted to Mr. Y. Perry of Hebrew Umversity, Jerusa- 
lem, for pointing out the need for these corrections, and particularly for 
showing that in the original construction, C' may not always be a proper 
refinement of C. Mr. Perry also provided an ingenious patch for the 
difficulty. The first correction above represents a simpler patch that is 
due to Abraham Ginsburg of Carnegie Institute of Technology. 
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